
Open City book. Read reviews from world’s largest community for readers. Open City features a dynamic mix of prominent writers, undiscovered aspirants, a...Â Open City #14 includes John Seabrook on ancestor hunting; Arthur Nersessian, from Fuck-Up to makeup; new fiction by Betsy Bern and Martha McPhee; and the original treatment for the improvised cult-classic film Waiting for Guffman. ...more. Get A Copy. Amazon. Open City Magazine is closing after twenty years; Open City Books will continue. It's sad news, but we're excited about growing the book imprint, and proud of thirty great issues of the magazine—and grateful to our wonderful writers and readers. Read this article in today's Observer. observer.com. Open City, Closed: Acclaimed Literary Journal Says Goodbye | The New York Observer. After 20 years and 30 issues, Open City is ceasing publication, co-editor Joanna Yas told The Observer. After 20 years and 30 issues, Open City is ceasing publication, co-editor Joanna Yas told The Obs Editorial â€“ Open City Lagos. Cities stand out as the most open format of human settlements in recorded history. Their propensity for absorption lends them an infrastructural complexity, such that they are able to accommodate diverse social identities, spatial densities, as well as the potential for political mobilisation and economies of scale.Â Open City Lagos is a conversation enacted across Lagos and with other cities, with a focus on the day-to-day experiences, grassroots initiatives and new opportunities for development and inclusion.Â The editor and curator of numerous books and exhibitions, Feireiss teaches at various universities worldwide and is in the Advisory Board of the Aedes Network Campus Berlin.